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Abstract
From living, working and studying in the West Midlands and

immersing ourselves in Chicago we have attempted to develop a

greater understanding of the issues affecting LGBT individuals in both

settings. Through a series of interviews, a questionnaire and

investigations into literature and current events, we consider diverse

areas: education, work, family life and activism, looking at the LGBT

perception of the ongoing struggle for equality.

We discover that the similarities between expectation and the

practice of equality Chicago and the West Midlands are remarkable,

but there are areas in which those concerned with LGBT equality in

the UK and USA can share best practice: e.g. welfare groups in

education and LGBT-conscious business.

The Scope of this Document
In the past five to ten years, significant changes in legislation have

occurred in parts of the world permitting marriage-like constructs

(mainly civil partnerships, although, in some cases marriage),

adoptions and freedom from discrimination, which have reinforced

equal opportunities in the work place. In light of these changes, this

report intends to render an illustration of LGBT life in the urban

centres of both Chicago and the West Midlands – places where these

changes have occurred.

Using questionnaires and interviews we look at the opinions of LGBT

individuals from Chicago and the West Midlands about the status quo

for gay rights in their home setting. We render these opinions in the

context of the past, and conclude with what appear to be the current

priorities in the quest for future liberation, highlighting the differences

between our country, the UK, and the world’s most iconic democratic

power - the USA.

A definition for homophobia
Homophobia, the hatred or fear of homosexuals, is underpinned by

the belief that heterosexuality is the only acceptable way of being, to

the exclusion of others. It is the belief that those who are perceived

to be LGBT individuals, and who are thus protected by LGBT

campaigns, live as perversions. It is the belief that they are unnatural,

immoral, or defective and its origin is rooted in a slew of religious,

psychological and sociological reasons.

When studies claim that, internationally, a sector of our population as

large as 1 to 21% are homosexual (Savin-Williams, 2006), it is essential

As many as

“1 to 21%

[are gay]”

(Savin-Williams, 2006)

As an aside, it is easy to cite

figures like this and to look no

further, but there reside inherent

problems in the methods that

peer-reviewed literature use to

gather their statistics: definitions

of what it is to be homosexual, and

the internal biases of the author

(whose own societal motivations

will be at play) are rife and lead to

conflation (Savin-Williams, 2006).

This ambiguity multiplies the

difficulty of looking objectively at

the situation, rendering it all the

more sensitive and in need of

careful scrutiny.
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that the prevalence of antagonistic homophobia be examined, and if its manifestations found

detrimental to our collective or individual well-beings, that it be challenged with a view to its

eradication.

Homophobia is most infamously experienced physically: for example, a gay couple are assaulted for

publically holding hands. It can be verbal: the same couple could be heckled. Often – and less

transparently observed by the wider public – the expression of this homophobia can be less explicitly

aggressive, observed through the denial of services from business or state. A shopkeeper might, for

instance, refuse to patronise a customer on the grounds that they are believed to fall under one of

the LGBT categories. A final layer of indirect, and even accidental, LGBT-exclusive prejudice exists: in

the passive denial of LGBT inclusion in society. A state-provided form, perhaps, might inquire for

details of marital status and forget to include “civil partnership” as one of the possibilities.

These ways in which LGBT people can be rejected from society leads to an illimitable variety of

insults ranging from direct physical injury, depression and murder to suicide. There are widespread

accounts in the media and peer-reviewed literature alike of the increased rate of suicide among gay

individuals. Reports cite that there lies as much as a 3.75-fold gap from the incidence of

heterosexual suicide, as in one Norwegian study (Wichstrom & Hegna, 2003). Notably, many LGBT

suicides will be obscured in the case of closeted individuals. The majority of such surveys conclude

that homophobia plays a part in these deaths, whether that is because of a person’s treatment by

the wider community, or because of opinions they have co-opted from society – that they are not

worthy of life, or that they are handicapped (ibid).

It is worth examining why homophobia exists, where it exists and its prevalence precisely for the

profit of the individual in their experience of life and the corollary productivity of our society. For

those with the strength to possess a voice with which to remonstrate, it should be paramount to

ameliorate the dis-eased feeling of those who suffer from homophobia’s effects. It is not LGBT

individuals who should be necessarily dis-eased by the prejudices of society, for LGBT people can live

happy, productive lives in the permissive conditions of a liberal atmosphere. Rather, it is the wider

view of society which imposes the disease and paralyses LGBT-folk with rejection (Mays & Cochran,

2001; Meyer, 2003).

The LGBT geography of Chicago and the West Midlands conurbation
Why compare these two areas? No two cities from either country will share the same wealth of

history, nor will they share the same complex interplay of sociological factors, so any choice will

admittedly appear a degree arbitrary. However, the choice of country: the United States of America,

being the world’s most eminent superpower (and thus most potentially capable, vocal breeding

ground for democratic change) is obvious. The relevance of a comparison with our own country, the

UK, bears special significance for us.

Some similarities between the regions do exist, however:

(1) Both Chicago and Birmingham are the so-called “Second Cities” of their host nation;

(2) Both Chicago and Birmingham are central in their countries and act as transport hubs

connecting East with West and North with South respectively;
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(3) Both places host an arguably equally broad cosmopolitan population with a blend of

origins.

In Chicago the ethnic mix consists predominantly of African

others, whilst in the UK the balance lies between African

of these peoples has resided separate from their mother nations for varying degrees of time,

contributing to two similarly grand melting pots of inherited social stances.

million people are housed in Chicago, one of the densest urban zones in the world,

people live in the West Midlands conurbation (which includes

and Black Country townships).

proportionately large LGBT community

Within these regions there are spread

to the LGBT-banner. These either

specific needs of LGBT individuals

simply seeking to cash in on the so

of the LGBT group). One only has to Google “gay Chicago” or “

those organisations which are savvy enough to advertise this fact online

These are the tips of the iceberg, betraying far greater numbers of

each area.

Figure 1 - The Birmingham Conurbation, with "gay
circles) relative to the location of the Gay Village (purple dart). Courtesy of Googlemaps.
Shown with an identical scale to the map of Chicago.

oth places host an arguably equally broad cosmopolitan population with a blend of

mix consists predominantly of African-Americans, Hispanics and Non

others, whilst in the UK the balance lies between African-English, Caucasians and Asian

of these peoples has resided separate from their mother nations for varying degrees of time,

contributing to two similarly grand melting pots of inherited social stances. For a sense of scale, 2.8

sed in Chicago, one of the densest urban zones in the world,

people live in the West Midlands conurbation (which includes Birmingham, Solihull, Wolverhampton

). Needless to say: with such large populations,

community.

are spread a vast number of businesses, services and

either have welfare motives, or commercial one

eeds of LGBT individuals; describing themselves as gay-friendly; providing shelter, advice or

simply seeking to cash in on the so-called “pink pound” (a term reserved for the disposable income

ne only has to Google “gay Chicago” or “gay Birmingham” for a glimpse of

those organisations which are savvy enough to advertise this fact online – see Figure

These are the tips of the iceberg, betraying far greater numbers of LGBT-establishments

The Birmingham Conurbation, with "gay-friendly" organisations pin
circles) relative to the location of the Gay Village (purple dart). Courtesy of Googlemaps.
Shown with an identical scale to the map of Chicago.

oth places host an arguably equally broad cosmopolitan population with a blend of

Americans, Hispanics and Non-Hispanic

, Caucasians and Asian-English. Each

of these peoples has resided separate from their mother nations for varying degrees of time,

For a sense of scale, 2.8

sed in Chicago, one of the densest urban zones in the world, and 2.3 million

Solihull, Wolverhampton

ith such large populations, each locale has a

number of businesses, services and charities with ties

commercial ones: catering for the

providing shelter, advice or

(a term reserved for the disposable income

gay Birmingham” for a glimpse of

Figure 1 and Figure 2.

establishments endemic to

friendly" organisations pin-pointed (pink
circles) relative to the location of the Gay Village (purple dart). Courtesy of Googlemaps.
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Figure 2 - Chicago, with "gay-friendly" organisations indicated (pink circles) relative to the
location of "Boys' Town" (purple dart). Courtesy of Googlemaps.
scale to the map of Birmingham.

In both areas there exists what are known as the “gay ghettoes”. Namely, these are the “Boystown”

and Halsted Street of Chicago and the “Gay Village” of Birmingham, centred upon Hurst Street (also

pin-pointed in the above figures). These are regions where a high density of LGBT

organisations cluster, and serve as nexuses for the wider LGBT

friendly" organisations indicated (pink circles) relative to the
location of "Boys' Town" (purple dart). Courtesy of Googlemaps. Shown with an identical

what are known as the “gay ghettoes”. Namely, these are the “Boystown”

and Halsted Street of Chicago and the “Gay Village” of Birmingham, centred upon Hurst Street (also

pointed in the above figures). These are regions where a high density of LGBT

organisations cluster, and serve as nexuses for the wider LGBT-community.

what are known as the “gay ghettoes”. Namely, these are the “Boystown”

and Halsted Street of Chicago and the “Gay Village” of Birmingham, centred upon Hurst Street (also

pointed in the above figures). These are regions where a high density of LGBT-orientated
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These districts were not planned and certainly did not form

the active pressures of homop

means “corralled”, but instead

tendency of those with alike socioeconomic circumstances to aggregate

over a long enough timescale. In both

gay community has led to a degree of gentrificati

having created recognisable brands out of what were previously more

anonymous locales. The trumpeted economic boon these districts have

upon their locality speaks volumes for acceptance; it represents the

favour of the state and thus its aegis also. Boystown is even bedecked

with state-sponsored rainbow pillars,

USD$3.2 million investment by the city authority into the area

(Engelbrecht, 1998). These pillars

proudly declaring it a thriving community (

Figure 3 - A Rainbow Pillar proudly declaring the centre of
Boystown, Chicago

Both in Chicago and Birmingham the

in the context of their cities and

certainly feel pleasant and safe to walk through. The gay village of

Chicago is split in half: a residential area (Boystown proper)

the city centre, versus the organisations which serve them (along

Halsted Street), radiating out further from the city’s central business

district. On the other hand, Birmingham’s gay village is dedicated

primarily to services, with less of an observably dedicated residential

zone – LGBT individuals rather

residential district of particular fame.

From our discussions with the locals to each area

gay villages are often targeted with homophobic attacks. In the case of

Chicago, the local area is dominated by Wrigley Field, home of the

Chicago Cubs baseball team. Many

districts were not planned and certainly did not form because of

the active pressures of homophobia. That is, LGBT-folk were by no

“corralled”, but instead accumulated because of the natural

like socioeconomic circumstances to aggregate

. In both these cases the presence of the

gay community has led to a degree of gentrification, with both districts

having created recognisable brands out of what were previously more

The trumpeted economic boon these districts have

upon their locality speaks volumes for acceptance; it represents the

us its aegis also. Boystown is even bedecked

sponsored rainbow pillars, which were erected as part of a

USD$3.2 million investment by the city authority into the area

. These pillars demarcate Boystown’s centre,

ommunity (Figure 3).

proudly declaring the centre of

in Chicago and Birmingham the gay villages are reasonably wealthy

in the context of their cities and – from a personal perspective –

pleasant and safe to walk through. The gay village of

a residential area (Boystown proper) closest to

, versus the organisations which serve them (along

, radiating out further from the city’s central business

On the other hand, Birmingham’s gay village is dedicated

primarily to services, with less of an observably dedicated residential

rather live throughout the city with no

residential district of particular fame.

the locals to each area it was clear that both

are often targeted with homophobic attacks. In the case of

is dominated by Wrigley Field, home of the

Many commented that following home

Outside of Chicago and the West Midlands,

with the ambition of mimicking the upward

social mobility of the spontaneous ghettoes

(Knopp & Lauria, 1985)

inception, esp

Outside of Chicago and the West Midlands,

examples of gay districts which have been

planned by urban designers do exist. In

recent times these are typically created

with the ambition of mimicking the upward

social mobility of the spontaneous ghettoes

(Knopp & Lauria, 1985), but these projects

have not been successful in challenging

their aboriginal demographic after their

inception, especially when they have been

zoned in already liberal communities – as

typified by the exploits of the city of

Oakland in California. Such gestures of

urban engineering would seem insipid or

patronising (perhaps another reason for

the aforementioned failure), without the

acceptance that these are ultimately

positive indicators in the fight for equal

social acceptance.
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games there is an increased likelihood of being verbally attacked – the source being those exiting the

stadium. For example, Alex Cohen, a gay 19 year old student at Boston University but resident of

Chicago, suggested exercising “caution” but explained that “stupid individuals” were to blame rather

than those possessing specific violent motivation against LGBT people.

In Birmingham, some commented that the central location of the gay village makes it a natural

thoroughfare for many transiting between one side of the city centre and the other – i.e. people visit

who would not if the village were in a more innocuous location. In their views this increased the

chance of there being homophobic incidents. Rob Evans, a gay man who works as an engineer, who

lives in Birmingham, explained “the village is very exposed and its boundaries are not particularly

defined.” However, Evans stressed that “I don’t think we should be marginalised, the gay

community needs to be open, but that has its pitfalls.”

We asked LGBT-defining people in the gay districts of Chicago and Birmingham whether they

thought their gay villages had a positive impact on LGBT perception in the city at large. 88% of the

50 respondents in Chicago said yes, whilst only 60% in Birmingham did. It appears that the gay

district in Chicago attracts more affection from its visitors and users, perhaps tied to the fact that

many live there as well as simply visit the place: fittingly, we asked whether they would live in the

gay village and 74% in Chicago said yes, whilst only 42% in Birmingham did. One might conclude that

there is less pride in the Village in Birmingham among attendants – perhaps because the idea of the

“gay ghetto” is not as consolidated in England. The final question we asked about gay villages was

one of safety. 70% of people in Chicago agreed the place was safe, whilst 64% in Birmingham did.

The figures are rather similar (for full questionnaire results, see the appendix).

Whilst in the mainstream societies of both places LGBT communities and their districts are popular,

accepted and valuable, issues in the modern fight against LGBT-directed aggression remain. In the

succeeding section we discuss the LGBT legislation and political issues occurring at both state and

business level. Such legislation communicates where the problems of equality lie: the historical lines

along which campaigners have pushed for their voices to be heard.
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Across Company Boardrooms and Halls of Congress: Public Progress

What have state and big business done to assure equality?
Homophobia as a term first came into widespread usage during the 1970s, when many liberation

groups were conceived. The term’s incorporation into our vernacular acknowledges the mainstream

recognition of the ill it represents. Theoretically, when such injustices are “recognised” within our

populace, an over-arching figure is meant to intervene. Reassuringly, the lawmakers of both the

USA and UK have – on the 30 year road since the the 1970s – provided legislation making it illegal to

discriminate against LGBT individuals.

Adoption in the UK and the USA
One of the most emotive issues for LGBT people and heterosexual people alike is the issue of

adoption. Dissenters of gay adoption counter that it compromises child welfare. Such detractors

state that LGBT parents:

(1) Will bring their child up to also be LGBT;

(2) Will condemn their child to bullying;

(3) Are too interested in their partners to pay attention to a child;

(4) Will abuse their child.

Perversely for those arguing these points, each contention is mirrored in the heterosexual

community. These claims also rest upon the assumption that homosexuality is a mental disease,

which it is not (Conger, 1975). There is also no empirical evidence to suggest that lesbian and gay

adults are not fit as parents (Paige, 2005).

In Illinois, adoption by single gay parents, by couples, and the co-option of a second parent are all

permitted in the eyes of the law. This is in contrast to many other states in America where the issue

might not be explicitly illegal; rather the law remains unclear and is still often debated if the issue

arises in court. Despite liberal legislation in Illinois, approval of gay adoption law varies widely across

the state. There exists a marked decrease in support radiating away from the urban centre of

Chicago (particularly in the North and South of Illinois - King, 2005). Fred Moody, a political

consultant to the Democratic Party in the USA reiterated this point in our interview; “Chicago votes

strongly Democratic; that helps us [the Democratic Party] comfortably carry Illinois – but locally,

particularly in parts of rural Illinois the Republicans prevail.” Whilst not generally highlighted by

Democrats however, the Republican Party is not intrinsically hostile to gay rights, as demonstrated

by the Log Cabin Republicans. Their Chicago chapter explains their “mission ... to advance issues of

interest for LGBT Americans and make their voices heard within the Republican Party” (Log Cabin

Republicans, 2006).

Jack Park, a Log Cabin Republican activist from Chicago explained that “LGBT Americans too believe

in individual liberty, low taxes and free markets, we represent them – and we stand up for them,

campaigning for equality and tolerance.” However, with the exception of Arnold Schwarzenegger in

California, the Log Cabin Republicans appear to have little influence within the Republican Party, to

the extent that in 2004 they withheld their endorsement from President Bush.

In 2005, the UK relaxed its adoption laws to permit unmarried and single parents the right to legally

adopt children. This implicitly included gay and lesbian couples. The efforts of local authorities to
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encourage gay and lesbian couples to adopt vary, but it is feasible within the boundaries of the law.

In 2008, Manchester Local Authority was praised for its approval of gay couples for adoption by the

British Association for Adoption & Fostering (BAAF), who cited in a press release that:

“Unfortunately our anecdotal experience is that some agencies do have a hierarchy for child

placement which sees heterosexual couples getting preference over others. This may be born

out of personal prejudice, or not knowing how to tell a birth parent that their child has been

placed with a gay or lesbian couple ... Agencies, like Manchester, are forging strong links with

the gay community and providing stable homes for children in care.”

Mo O’Reilly, Director of Child Placement Services, BAAF

Unfortunately, one can envisage an unsatisfactory inversion of any current hierarchy, instigated by

targets and quotas rather than rational choices. This could provoke undesirable recrimination and

would simply be unjust.

Both Chicago and the West Midlands are making progress towards a liberal situation which permits a

nuclear family with an LGBT couple at its head. However, the selective process for who is chosen as

an adoptive parent is subject to the unbiased nature of a human arbiter. Demonstrative of the

strain this law has placed upon the strain of some sectors of society, some religious organisations –

such as the Roman Catholic Church in England – notoriously threatened closure of shelters should it

be forced to work to the letter of such laws (Macleod, 2005).

From questionnaire data, we can see that the issue of gay adoption is quite divisive between

exclusively gay and mixed caucuses. In both the UK and the USA there is high approval among LGBT

people questioned (in the gay villages), of 88% and 76% respectively (n=50), whilst in the mixed

population of the centre of each city we observe approval ratings of only 52% and 58% (n=50).

Obviously, bias against gay adoption still exists. This could be countered with education and

increasing the visibility of successful gay parents by supporting the law.

Marriage in the UK and the USA
In the search for validation in society, some LGBT couples have sought the institution of marriage.

The legal status of being “next of kin” is arguably the most compelling reason for why marriage

should be provided for both heterosexual and homosexual couples. The typical objections to gay

marriage are that it will erode the concept of family; that marriage is a subsidy for the production of

children and that homosexual relationships are too fleeting to deserve this benefit.

Like with adoption, each of these reasons is mirrored by equivalent behaviour in heterosexual

relationships which also antagonise the integrity of marriage. The claim that homosexual

relationships are too fleeting, even if true, is self-fulfilling: why should a homosexual relationship

aspire to be lasting if it is demeaned by the prohibition of the chronic seal of marriage? Lannutti P.J.

finds, in the Journal of Homosexuality, that the legalisation of gay marriage to an extent nullifies this

negative impression of homosexual relationships in the wider community (Lannutti, 2007).

In England in 2005, civil partnerships were introduced as a concession toward marriage, and

provided many assurances for homosexual couples on the issues of tax, pensions, inheritance, next

of kin status and child support. In Chicago, the route toward civil partnerships or marriage for

homosexual couples is a work in progress and the road so far has suffered legislative setbacks.
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contrary to this turbulence, in 2005 an Illinois Police Survey revealed 31% of the local populace were

for same-sex marriage, whilst 34% (if they did not support same-sex marriage) supported civil unions

(King, 2005). The conclusion of this survey was thus that 65% of those questioned supported either

civil partnerships or gay marriage; a significant measure of support. Nevertheless, several bills have

already been unsuccessful in passing through the Illinois House of Representatives, and one is

currently due for ratification on the 30th of November 2009, meaning that Illinois is still on the road

toward having an equivalent civil partnership system. Only a total of five states in America have

legalised same-sex marriage, telling of a much wider level of opposition to the proposal.

When we questioned exclusively LGBT people in the USA and the UK we observed that 98% in the

USA and only 80% of people in the UK approved civil partnerships. The difference may be due to the

fact that in the USA campaigns tend to be for “same sex marriage”, and so the distinction between

marriage and civil partnerships is not widely understood. In the UK, the concept of civil partnerships

may attract scepticism as being an inferior institution. Like in the case of adoption, when mixed

populations were asked, approval of course dropped – with 58% and 64% in the USA and UK

respectively agreeing. Again, there is a case for education and for reconciliation between

heterosexual and homosexual perspectives before LGBT inclusion becomes normality.

Hate Crime & the Provision of Goods, Services and Facilities
Another recent wave of laws – in the UK at least – prohibits homophobia being manifested through

the denial of goods and services and the treatment of employees in the workplace. The UK, in 2007,

introduced the Sexual Orientation Regulations, which made it unlawful for a person providing goods,

services or facilities to directly or indirectly discriminate on the grounds of sexual orientation

(although there are notable exemptions for religious organisations, insurance companies with

evidence from actuaries, the blood donation service and private member’s clubs). In Illinois, there is

no correlate law. We asked LGBT groups in the UK and USA if they had been discriminated against in

the provision of goods and services in the last three years. In the UK, only 18% said they had. In the

USA, 24% said they had. Both levels are strikingly similar. The difference is too small to say the

provision of the aforementioned act in the UK has provided benefits over the situation in the USA.

Laws against hate crimes providing additional protection from offences motivated by feelings of

prejudice (including those regarding sexual orientation) exist in both the UK and USA. In the USA, 45

states possess such laws, with 32 of them referencing sexual orientation in particular (including

Illinois). In the UK, homophobic incidents are deemed priority crimes, and relatively minor cases are

given expediency in the reckoning of police. At Warwick University in 2007, LGBT individuals were

called to an informal meeting with the West Midlands Police, where they were told that any incident

they suffered they personally deemed to be homophobic, no matter how small, should be reported

to the police so that they might build a clearer picture of any endemic problem. In the USA, the

Department of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investigation also have special mandates to carefully

make record of these crimes.

In both cases, it is evident that homophobia is treated with special care, like racism, and that it

requires a tailored response that necessitates careful monitoring - just as any other crime sourced in

irrational enmity does.
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Discrimination in employment

BIG BUSINESS & THE CASE OF

Figure

In cloistered situations, such as the workplace, the journey

tumultuous. The 1964 Civil Rights act in the USA did not include a clause to prohibit discrimination

based on sexual orientation in the workplace

documentaries in the USA, including

“In the Life” and Kerri Anderson’s “Out at Work”

things have changed in America through his own journey at the Chrysler Corporation

Ron’s story: Ron was an electrician and third generation auto

working upon a factory floor and by all means a model employee who took pride in his

work. One day in 1991 he took part in a gay rights

after, his work environment

inscribed with graffiti declaring

assassination. In the following year, Ron was attacked physically five times and suffered

daily verbal insults from his co

Ron eventually sought support from

complaint. He subsequently

descent and who had suffered similar

of his branch of his union, the union reached an unusual agreement with the Chrysler

management which assured

There he was again branded “trouble”

Still facing problems in the workplace, Ron ran to become a delegate to the Annual

Conference of the Union of Autoworker

factory. Talking individually to those who had been warned off him by his superiors, Ron

was able to secure his election

and attended the 31st Constitutional Convention of the United Autoworkers

Anaheim, California in 1996.

Discrimination in employment

THE CASE OF RON G. WOODS

Figure 4 - The Chrysler, Cracker Barrel and LGBT logos.

In cloistered situations, such as the workplace, the journey from discrimination to equality has

. The 1964 Civil Rights act in the USA did not include a clause to prohibit discrimination

in the workplace. We met with Ron Woods, the subject of s

ncluding HBO’s “America Undercover: Out at Work”

Kerri Anderson’s “Out at Work”. He was able to give us a personal transect of how

d in America through his own journey at the Chrysler Corporation

was an electrician and third generation auto-worker

floor and by all means a model employee who took pride in his

e took part in a gay rights demonstration in Chicago

after, his work environment became very hostile. Every toilet stall in the factory was

declaring him a homosexual, even offering rewards for his

assassination. In the following year, Ron was attacked physically five times and suffered

daily verbal insults from his co-workers.

support from his boss, who labelled him a troublemaker for his

subsequently turned to his union representative (of African

descent and who had suffered similar animosities). Working together with the

of his branch of his union, the union reached an unusual agreement with the Chrysler

gement which assured Ron’s transfer to a high technology branch of Chrysler.

branded “trouble” by his line manager.

Still facing problems in the workplace, Ron ran to become a delegate to the Annual

Conference of the Union of Autoworkers as a representative for the Skilled Workers at the

. Talking individually to those who had been warned off him by his superiors, Ron

was able to secure his election (in the face of ongoing homophobic incidents at his work)

nstitutional Convention of the United Autoworkers

.

from discrimination to equality has been

. The 1964 Civil Rights act in the USA did not include a clause to prohibit discrimination

t with Ron Woods, the subject of several

“America Undercover: Out at Work”, Katherine Linton’s

personal transect of how

d in America through his own journey at the Chrysler Corporation.

worker for Chrysler,

floor and by all means a model employee who took pride in his

demonstration in Chicago. The day

toilet stall in the factory was

, even offering rewards for his

assassination. In the following year, Ron was attacked physically five times and suffered

boss, who labelled him a troublemaker for his

union representative (of African-American

). Working together with the President

of his branch of his union, the union reached an unusual agreement with the Chrysler

h technology branch of Chrysler.

Still facing problems in the workplace, Ron ran to become a delegate to the Annual

the Skilled Workers at the

. Talking individually to those who had been warned off him by his superiors, Ron

omophobic incidents at his work)

nstitutional Convention of the United Autoworkers (UAW) in
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Figure 5 - Ron Woods (left), Philip Hart (centre) and James Hilsdon (right).

At this conference he proposed an amendment to the constitution of the UAW that would

include the words “sexual orientation” in the

UAW. A unanimous vote agreed

own, adding sexual orientation to a list including race and gender.

When Ron returned to his place of work he suffered a physical backlash from a minority

of his co-workers who deemed he had won LGBT individuals special treatment in the eyes

of union law.

The Union brought their change in policy before Chrysler’

to incorporate “sexual orientation” into the contract

the meeting). Monica Emerson,

saying that it would render the Chrysler

not mentioned upon it.

This acceptance of every union request, with the exception of non

upon sexual orientation, made it impossib

strike, as they would be asking each member of the union on the shop

specifically for the rights of the LGBT minority (who were repressed by this same faction).

Ron resorted to a lawsuit, alleging

environment, and they settled out of court for an undisclosed sum.

During the course of his trials, Ron ensured the initiation of a gay

within Chrysler called “People of Diversity”

Furthermore, joined by organisations such as

picketing against other homopho

1994 – sacked 11 staff who did not subscribe to “traditional heterosexual values”

such as Oprah Winfrey and Larry King

of the largest LGBT-motivated public boycotts of a company ever seen.

1
To quote from the letter of redundancy supplied to Cheryl Summerville by Cracker Barrel in 1991, featured in

HBO’s “America Undercover: Out at Work”.

Ron Woods (left), Philip Hart (centre) and James Hilsdon (right).

At this conference he proposed an amendment to the constitution of the UAW that would

include the words “sexual orientation” in the contract for employees affiliated to the

UAW. A unanimous vote agreed and the UAW incorporated the philosophy with their

n, adding sexual orientation to a list including race and gender.

When Ron returned to his place of work he suffered a physical backlash from a minority

workers who deemed he had won LGBT individuals special treatment in the eyes

The Union brought their change in policy before Chrysler’s board of directors

to incorporate “sexual orientation” into the contract (but conceded every other point in

Monica Emerson, Chrysler’s legal representative, justified th

ould render the Chrysler’s extant diversity statement exclusive of those

of every union request, with the exception of non-discrimination based

made it impossible for the UAW to ballot its members for a

strike, as they would be asking each member of the union on the shop-floor to strike

specifically for the rights of the LGBT minority (who were repressed by this same faction).

Ron resorted to a lawsuit, alleging that Chrysler failed to provide a safe working

environment, and they settled out of court for an undisclosed sum.

During the course of his trials, Ron ensured the initiation of a gay-lesbian employee association

within Chrysler called “People of Diversity” and assured the change in the UAW’s constitution.

joined by organisations such as Act Up and Queer Nation he also instigated and led

against other homophobic employers, such as the restaurant chain Cracker Barrel, who

staff who did not subscribe to “traditional heterosexual values”

such as Oprah Winfrey and Larry King (Figure 6) picked up the case and publicised it, leading to one

motivated public boycotts of a company ever seen.

To quote from the letter of redundancy supplied to Cheryl Summerville by Cracker Barrel in 1991, featured in
HBO’s “America Undercover: Out at Work”.

At this conference he proposed an amendment to the constitution of the UAW that would

contract for employees affiliated to the

and the UAW incorporated the philosophy with their

When Ron returned to his place of work he suffered a physical backlash from a minority

workers who deemed he had won LGBT individuals special treatment in the eyes

s board of directors who refused

(but conceded every other point in

justified this refusal by

’s extant diversity statement exclusive of those

discrimination based

le for the UAW to ballot its members for a

floor to strike

specifically for the rights of the LGBT minority (who were repressed by this same faction).

a safe working

lesbian employee association

and assured the change in the UAW’s constitution.

also instigated and led

Cracker Barrel, who – in

staff who did not subscribe to “traditional heterosexual values”.1 Media figures

cised it, leading to one

To quote from the letter of redundancy supplied to Cheryl Summerville by Cracker Barrel in 1991, featured in
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Figure 6 - Larry King (left) from CNN and the chat show host Oprah Winfrey (right). Both figures adopted the firebrand
issue embodied by Cracker Barrel’s sacking of 10 LGBT staff in 1994, which Ron Woods picketed against.

Years later, by 2002, Chrysler eventually adopted a policy of equal protection in

those of non-heterosexual orientations

policy of discrimination (Kerri Anderson’s “Out at Work”)

Ron’s demonstration back in 1991.

simply being LGBT. Now, in 2009, this has been reduced to 32. At the moment, a federa

passed through Congress titled the

sexual orientation. It is hoped it will pass an

We note in his story three particular issues which recur throughout the fight for libe

aid of fellow minority groups; (2)

the merit of unionisation in facilitating and supporting change

A UK CORRELATE

In the UK, one prime example of a LGBT

of the bus and train company, Stagecoach.

(1) In 2008, Mark Craig and Steven

hugging. The driver stopped the bus, attempted to order them off, but

forcing them to separate before continuing on their journey. Later that year, the same bus

driver refused entry of this same couple to his bus, and drove off without them

2008). Faced with complaints from the public

stood alongside their driver and insisted he had done nothing wrong

Larry King (left) from CNN and the chat show host Oprah Winfrey (right). Both figures adopted the firebrand
issue embodied by Cracker Barrel’s sacking of 10 LGBT staff in 1994, which Ron Woods picketed against.

2002, Chrysler eventually adopted a policy of equal protection in

heterosexual orientations, and Cracker Barrel refuses to acknowledge it ever had a

(Kerri Anderson’s “Out at Work”). These milestones were

Ron’s demonstration back in 1991. At that time, in 41 states it was legal to fire empl

being LGBT. Now, in 2009, this has been reduced to 32. At the moment, a federa

ed the “Employment Non-discrimination Act”, which includes clauses on

t is hoped it will pass and garner supra-state protection for LGBT employees.

particular issues which recur throughout the fight for libe

(2) the recrimination of those perceiving positive discrimination

in facilitating and supporting change.

example of a LGBT-directed boycott exists in recent times, which

Stagecoach. This boycott is based on three issues:

and Steven Black were threatened with being thrown of

driver stopped the bus, attempted to order them off, but

them to separate before continuing on their journey. Later that year, the same bus

driver refused entry of this same couple to his bus, and drove off without them

Faced with complaints from the public and the demand for an apology

stood alongside their driver and insisted he had done nothing wrong (Pritchard, 2008)

Larry King (left) from CNN and the chat show host Oprah Winfrey (right). Both figures adopted the firebrand
issue embodied by Cracker Barrel’s sacking of 10 LGBT staff in 1994, which Ron Woods picketed against.

2002, Chrysler eventually adopted a policy of equal protection in the workplace for

, and Cracker Barrel refuses to acknowledge it ever had a

were set in motion by

At that time, in 41 states it was legal to fire employees for the

being LGBT. Now, in 2009, this has been reduced to 32. At the moment, a federal bill is being

which includes clauses on

LGBT employees.

particular issues which recur throughout the fight for liberation: (1) The

he recrimination of those perceiving positive discrimination; (3)

directed boycott exists in recent times, which is the boycott

This boycott is based on three issues:

thrown off of a bus for

driver stopped the bus, attempted to order them off, but yielded, merely

them to separate before continuing on their journey. Later that year, the same bus

driver refused entry of this same couple to his bus, and drove off without them (Pritchard,

and the demand for an apology, Stagecoach

(Pritchard, 2008).
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(2) Brian Souter, part owner of the business,

of the most notorious opponents of gay

His interests remain a target for LGBT activists,

due to his year 2000 donation of £500 000

“Keep the Clause” campaign in Scotland

campaign stood to uphold section 28,

Law which banned the promotion of

homosexuality in schools

gay rights campaigner Peter Tatchell

stated that “Brian Souter’s support for Section

28 (described in the next session)

equivalent of the business

maintain racial segregation in the Deep South of

the USA in the 1950s”.

(3) In 2008, an employee from Stagecoach leaked to

the Queer Youth Network (

company is stuck in the dark ages”, providing

“no equal opportunities training” and ferment

Gay News, 2008).

As per the Goods & Services Act of 2007, p

Stagecoach by the LGBT organisations

Stewart, director of corporate communications at Stagecoach Group

declared,

“We have an excellent relationship with our local trade union, who would be the first

to complain if they felt there was a discriminator

workforce ... We have a diverse and committed workforce and our policy is very clear:

all employees and customers are treated equally and with dignity and respect."

Steven Stewart - quoted on queeryouth.org.uk

Nevertheless, the case made by LGBT organisations for boycotting Stagecoach continues. The

obvious resonance with the story of Rosa Parks in 1950s America

inflamed the situation and been used to fuel the media interest in

link has been rhetorically seized upon and thus given the situation more significance than it, by itself,

would attract. However, just as in the Rosa Parks situation

microcosmic example of a wider view which still reverberates around some sectors of society: that it

is acceptable to marginalise LGBT people.

vessel.

We asked 50 LGBT people in Boystow

their employer was LGBT friendly; 62% and 70% respectively agreed that their employer was. This is

heartening that the majority feels accommodated, although one wonders about the minority. Our

Brian Souter, part owner of the business, is one

of the most notorious opponents of gay equality.

His interests remain a target for LGBT activists,

ue to his year 2000 donation of £500 000 to the

campaign in Scotland. This

to uphold section 28, an Act of

which banned the promotion of

homosexuality in schools in 1988. Prominent

gay rights campaigner Peter Tatchell (Figure 7)

stated that “Brian Souter’s support for Section

(described in the next session) is the moral

equivalent of the business-funded campaign to

racial segregation in the Deep South of

In 2008, an employee from Stagecoach leaked to

the Queer Youth Network (QYN) that “the

company is stuck in the dark ages”, providing

“no equal opportunities training” and fermenting a “canteen culture” of homophob

As per the Goods & Services Act of 2007, police rallied to investigate the arraignment laid before

Stagecoach by the LGBT organisations, but failed to find enough evidence for prosec

Stewart, director of corporate communications at Stagecoach Group, denied

We have an excellent relationship with our local trade union, who would be the first

to complain if they felt there was a discriminatory culture within the company's

workforce ... We have a diverse and committed workforce and our policy is very clear:

all employees and customers are treated equally and with dignity and respect."

quoted on queeryouth.org.uk in 2008.

he case made by LGBT organisations for boycotting Stagecoach continues. The

obvious resonance with the story of Rosa Parks in 1950s America – evoked by Peter Tatchell

inflamed the situation and been used to fuel the media interest in the issue. It could be said that this

seized upon and thus given the situation more significance than it, by itself,

. However, just as in the Rosa Parks situation this single incident

microcosmic example of a wider view which still reverberates around some sectors of society: that it

is acceptable to marginalise LGBT people. In this light, it has provided an effective campaigning

We asked 50 LGBT people in Boystown and the Gay Village in Birmingham whether they thought

their employer was LGBT friendly; 62% and 70% respectively agreed that their employer was. This is

heartening that the majority feels accommodated, although one wonders about the minority. Our

Figure 7 - Peter Tatchell, prominent gay rights
campaigner and critic of Brian Souter.

culture” of homophobia (UK

olice rallied to investigate the arraignment laid before

prosecution. Steven

the accusations and

We have an excellent relationship with our local trade union, who would be the first

y culture within the company's

workforce ... We have a diverse and committed workforce and our policy is very clear:

all employees and customers are treated equally and with dignity and respect."

he case made by LGBT organisations for boycotting Stagecoach continues. The

by Peter Tatchell – has

. It could be said that this

seized upon and thus given the situation more significance than it, by itself,

this single incident represents a

microcosmic example of a wider view which still reverberates around some sectors of society: that it

In this light, it has provided an effective campaigning

n and the Gay Village in Birmingham whether they thought

their employer was LGBT friendly; 62% and 70% respectively agreed that their employer was. This is

heartening that the majority feels accommodated, although one wonders about the minority. Our

Peter Tatchell, prominent gay rights
campaigner and critic of Brian Souter.
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questionnaire asked also if they had experienced homophobia at work: 38% in Chicago said that they

had and 34% in the UK. This seems an unacceptably high level, though admittedly the quality of the

homophobia was not analysed by our questionnaire. We expect the majority of these people were

citing verbal attacks or the use of invectives like “gay” around the workplace (as was our impression

from informal discussions with many of our respondents).

LGBT Issues at School

The school years are naturally the formative years in a person’s life, shaping the tools of fortitude by

which one is to go out into our wider society and succeed in that life. As such, a good quality of

schooling usually ensures a good quality of life. In the theatre of LGBT equality, life at school has

received some dramatic changes in recent times – both in the UK and the USA.

LGBT activists in the UK protested vehemently when a Conservative government introduced Section

28 of the Local Government Act 1988, which controversially banned local authorities from

“promoting” homosexuality, through published material or otherwise. After several failed attempts

to repeal this act in Parliament, it was finally removed in 2003 by a Labour government. The

importance of this repeal is evident when one considers that teachers and local authorities shied

from teaching any material regarding homosexuals for fear of prosecution. Peter White, a history

teacher and active member of the National Union of Teachers described the “fear” provoked by

Section 28: “Even though Section 28 didn’t lead to any prosecutions, it provoked a real climate of

silence. It made it almost impossible to provide support for gay pupils.” Section 28 was tantamount

to cold-shouldering students with the need for reassurance, counselling and education about their

sexuality; it was an additional divide which excluded LGBT students from understanding themselves

and thus making informed decisions about their lives.

The need to educate young people about LGBT is apparent from a study commissioned by Stonewall.

Stonewall is the largest gay equality organisation in Europe and in 2007 produced the “Education for

All” report into homophobia in schools. In this report, which was notably produced after the repeal

of Section 28, homophobic bullying was found to be “almost endemic”. As many as 65% of young

LGBT pupils experienced direct bullying, with the figure increasing to 75% in faith schools (ibid).

With such figures, it is no surprise that the same report also revealed how LGBT pupils were more

likely to leave school before the age of 16. Previously we have also noted the increased incidence of

suicide – which is particularly apparent in youths (Wichstrom & Hegna, 2003). These examples of

underachievement and neglect explain why a comprehensive approach to tackling the cause of

homophobia and lack of LGBT support is required.

Across secondary education in England, bespoke LGBT organisations exist between local authorities

with little consensus in their approach. Indeed, less than a quarter of pupils examined by the

Stonewall report vouch that their school has explicitly stated that “homophobic bullying is wrong”.

A shocking 80% of pupils “have no access to any information about lesbian and gay issues.” The

report concluded that the first step a school should take is to explicitly state that homophobia is

wrong.

We note in both areas the success of unifying brands that extend beyond local authorities, such as

those existing successfully at the higher education level in the UK - namely, the National Union of

Students LGBT Campaign. The absence of a cohesive movement like this within schools likely

compromises efforts to reduce homophobia. The organisations that are in place to help individuals
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through times of difficulty and to educate the potential perpetrator

identity and thus remain beyond the scope of victims

Daf Adley, NUS LGBT Officer, explains, “In the HE and FE sectors, we’

schools remain largely untapped. Whilst

progress – it’s only one small organisation with limited resources.”

campaigns on LGBT issues in secondary

concerned with homophobia (particularly teachers) and they apply pressure

curriculum to move away from heterocentrism

There are comparable organisations in

“Gay-straight alliance”. Whilst these organisations work independently

schools, they possess the same

resonance for the victims and perpetrators of homophobia

immediate gravitas. Nicholas White, an 18 year old high school student and convenor of his high

school Gay-straight alliance asserts that “GSA is amazing. It brings everybody together and it just

gets it known that there’s gay people here too.”

the high school forum which are usually only broached

and the West Midlands. The introduction at this stage is not premature: Stonewall’s

homophobia in English secondary schools identified the importance of early education in the fight

for equality. Ed Balls, Education Secretary

specifically relating to homophobic bullying

It is easy for us to relate to the concept of a Gay

education. Nevertheless, more alien

The banning of books in schools is frequent

the book Luv Ya Bunches, written by Lauren Myracle

Scholastic Books (a book fair in Illinois), on the grounds it featured a lesbian couple as the parents of

the protagonist. Such bans are supported by self

Family Institute (IFI) with a view to pre

these attract vociferous complaints from liberation campaigners.

hrough times of difficulty and to educate the potential perpetrators of homophobia often lack

beyond the scope of victims.

Daf Adley, NUS LGBT Officer, explains, “In the HE and FE sectors, we’ve made a real impact

in largely untapped. Whilst Schools Out is performing excellent work, making real

it’s only one small organisation with limited resources.” The Schools Out

secondary-level education, providing a support n

concerned with homophobia (particularly teachers) and they apply pressure

curriculum to move away from heterocentrism.

There are comparable organisations in the educational establishments of the US, specifically

straight alliance”. Whilst these organisations work independently of one another across

, they possess the same recognisable title. This has the potential of acquiring a special

perpetrators of homophobia, creating a nationwide brand with more

Nicholas White, an 18 year old high school student and convenor of his high

asserts that “GSA is amazing. It brings everybody together and it just

people here too.” These organisations typically push

which are usually only broached in such a fashion at University level in the

The introduction at this stage is not premature: Stonewall’s

homophobia in English secondary schools identified the importance of early education in the fight

Ed Balls, Education Secretary, has acknowledged this issue, issuing new guidance

specifically relating to homophobic bullying (Bawden, 2008).

It is easy for us to relate to the concept of a Gay-straight alliance due to our analogues in university

more alien extremes of principle are observed in America.

ools is frequent if the material is deemed to promote homosexuality

, written by Lauren Myracle (Figure 8), was banned from the catalogue

in Illinois), on the grounds it featured a lesbian couple as the parents of

the protagonist. Such bans are supported by self-labelled conservative organisations like the Illinois

Family Institute (IFI) with a view to preserving the traditional family values of America

attract vociferous complaints from liberation campaigners.

Figure 8 - "Luv ya Bunches" a book
subject to much debate in Illinois,

s of homophobia often lack

ve made a real impact but

is performing excellent work, making real

Schools Out organisation

ing a support network for people

concerned with homophobia (particularly teachers) and they apply pressure nationally for the

the US, specifically the

of one another across

has the potential of acquiring a special

a nationwide brand with more

Nicholas White, an 18 year old high school student and convenor of his high

asserts that “GSA is amazing. It brings everybody together and it just

These organisations typically push concepts into

at University level in the UK

The introduction at this stage is not premature: Stonewall’s report on

homophobia in English secondary schools identified the importance of early education in the fight

has acknowledged this issue, issuing new guidance

straight alliance due to our analogues in university

extremes of principle are observed in America.

is deemed to promote homosexuality, e.g.

, was banned from the catalogues of

in Illinois), on the grounds it featured a lesbian couple as the parents of

labelled conservative organisations like the Illinois

serving the traditional family values of America. Incidents like
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which was banned from school book
fairs and once later reintroduced.

On the other end of the scale in the Illinois area was the dubiously-intentioned exclusively

homosexual high school of 2008. The construction of this school was rejected in that same year, but

had been ratified (and approved) by the Chicago CEO for Schools, Arne Duncan. The premise of the

school, to be named The Pride Campus of Social Justice, was the production of a privileged

environment free of homophobic threat. This would theoretically counter high dropout rates, and

would duplicate the success of the Harvey Milk High School in New York City. The concept seems

misguided in the sense that this would promote segregation in the formative years of the attendant

children. If one looks at the success of the Harvey Milk School, however, one might reconsider; its

95% graduation rate compares favourably to the 60% of the national average (Henley, 2004) and

caters largely for Hispanic and African-American individuals from a lower socioeconomic bracket.

These individuals suffer more severely for their sexuality in their default schools (ibid).

In our questionnaire, we asked if homophobic bullying in schools is a problem. In both places the

LGBT community resoundingly said yes, with 96% and 90% in the USA and UK respectively. The

straight community agreed less, with 66% and 54% respectively. Asked whether schools were doing

enough to combat the issue, only 20% (USA) and 16% (UK) agreed. This seems an appalling

condemnation of the status quo, and indicates a dire need for more comprehensive structures in

schooling to look after the welfare of LGBT individuals.

The Military
The final aspect of where LGBT-equality is making progress in society is the military. Much

controversy exists surrounding the acceptance of LGBT individuals into this very segregated sphere

of life. We talk of “civilians” and “military personnel” as two quite distinct groups. It follows that a

change in the social views of one does not necessarily beget change in the other; the military is,

furthermore, an inherently conservative organisation. The remit of that sense of tradition is to

provide order and stability, but also imposes corollary limitations on the quest for LGBT liberation.

The argument against allowing LGB individuals into the army is that its efficiency would be

compromised (in terms of cohesion, readiness or morale). A comparative study of the Israeli

Defence Force (IDF) before and after it began to permit homosexual soldiers indicates that the lifting

of the ban “had no impact on performance and ... [these] lessons ... are relevant for determining

what would happen if the US Congress ... lifted the American gay ban” (Belkin & Levitt, 2001).

Indeed, the military of the USA operates the notorious “Don’t ask, don’t tell” (DADT) policy, which

theoretically admits LGBT-individuals into the service, but only if they remain anonymous and

celibate. This weak concession buttresses the anonymity of LGBT individuals who choose this

career. It also renders a Damocles’ Sword above their head – should it become public knowledge,

their livelihood and status at work is forfeit, as was the case for Sergeant Danny Ingram, who was

one of the first to be discharged in 1994 under DADT (Meyer D. , 2009).

On the other hand, the UK permits openly gay members of the military to serve. The military in the

UK also operate a policy which forbids the forced coming out of those who do not wish to be known
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as LGBT, and so an individual retains the right to choose. Evidently this is a far more permissive than

the American.

In the USA we met with The Chicago Chapter of

Veterans for Equal Rights (AVER)

retired Lieutenant LeAnna Bradley gave an

autobiographical speech of her experience as a trans

individual in the military. She encountered

attitudes during her service – “from the very good, to the

very poor”. She stresses that s

service to cow critics, earning

being wounded in Vietnam. Surprisingly, she explained

that the DADT policy was “initially a step in the right

direction”, but then explained how it had caused

additional problems and forced LGBT individuals to

“contradict the strict honour code” a cadet is meant to

possess – a code which places high value upon integrity.

Pioneers like LeAnna had to use exemplar service to justify

their presence in the military whilst lawmaker

with wider social norms – reminiscent of Ron Woods’

assiduous application to work after his first homophobic

incidents.

The Military Readiness Enhancement Act

with an explicitly permissive policy prevent

law is passed, LGBT-alumni associations from the military continue to swell, where military

individuals may finally express their wish for a change to this detrimental policy.

In the UK, those individuals who were dismissed before being LGBT was acceptable are being given

compensation after an edict from the European Court of Human Rights awarded the entitlement. In

America a movement is building to achieve similar reparations

salvage the careers of those slighted

, and so an individual retains the right to choose. Evidently this is a far more permissive than

The Chicago Chapter of American

(AVER) in Belmont, where

retired Lieutenant LeAnna Bradley gave an

of her experience as a trans

dividual in the military. She encountered a blend of

“from the very good, to the

at she used her dedicated

ing two purple hearts after

Surprisingly, she explained

that the DADT policy was “initially a step in the right

direction”, but then explained how it had caused

blems and forced LGBT individuals to

“contradict the strict honour code” a cadet is meant to

a code which places high value upon integrity.

use exemplar service to justify

their presence in the military whilst lawmakers caught up

reminiscent of Ron Woods’

assiduous application to work after his first homophobic

Military Readiness Enhancement Act is currently passing through US Congress, replacing DADT

ive policy preventing discrimination based on sexual orientation.

alumni associations from the military continue to swell, where military

individuals may finally express their wish for a change to this detrimental policy.

the UK, those individuals who were dismissed before being LGBT was acceptable are being given

compensation after an edict from the European Court of Human Rights awarded the entitlement. In

America a movement is building to achieve similar reparations (DeKoven, 2003)

salvage the careers of those slighted.

Figure 9 - Lt. LeAnna Bradley, trans veteran
from the US army.

, and so an individual retains the right to choose. Evidently this is a far more permissive than

passing through US Congress, replacing DADT

discrimination based on sexual orientation. Until this

alumni associations from the military continue to swell, where military

the UK, those individuals who were dismissed before being LGBT was acceptable are being given

compensation after an edict from the European Court of Human Rights awarded the entitlement. In

(DeKoven, 2003) – this would help

Lt. LeAnna Bradley, trans veteran
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Extraordinary Methods of Driving Equality
Aside from those organisations and issues already mentioned, there exist a few additional avenues

worthy of special mention by which awareness of LGBT issues is raised. One of these is the

traditional Pride Parade, which occurs in cities all over the world. The other is relatively novel and is

the surge in businesses which enshrine corporate codes of conduct, encompassing issues like LGBT

equality.

PRIDES

The issue of Pride is controversial both within and beyond the LGBT community. Pride events exist as

a celebration of LGBT culture, but they also serve as a demonstration for further rights and

acceptance. The Stonewall riots were the origin of Pride events; these riots are often considered to

mark the beginning of the modern gay rights movement, but were called “Gay Liberation marches”.

Anniversaries marking them were first seen in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco

(Chan, 2009).

As Pride events spread to Europe, their nature changed. In the UK and USA, the evolution of Gay

Liberation Marches to “Pride” coincided with a decreasing political message and increasing

commercialisation. There has however, been a reaction to this commercialisation in the founding of

“Pride is a Protest!” in 2008. This self-proclaimed “global, autonomous [organisation] aims to put

the politics back into pride.” It campaigns “against profiteering, exploitation and commercialisation

of … queer and LGBT community events” (Henry, 2009). There is thus a section of Pride that is fun

and light-hearted with limited political meaning beyond “Pride”, the focus instead being upon

corporate sponsorship, club nights and the “pink pound”. In contrast to these events, “Pride is a

Protest”, is increasingly occurring alongside, and promoting a more political message.

The NUS LGBT Campaign in the UK voted this year to support “Pride is a Protest”. Vicki Holmes, a

former Warwick theatre studies student who participated in a 2008 “Pride is a Protest” event in

Birmingham explains: “As a lesbian woman, I felt isolated by mainstream pride events which were

very clearly marketed at gay men who want to get drunk [together] ... That isn’t representative of all

gay men and it’s certainly not representative of the LGBT community, so when people decided to

take a stand, I wanted to be a part of it.”

In spite of its claims to be a global movement, however, a

concept like Pride is a Protest does not appear to have

spread to Chicago. When questioned about his impression

of Chicago Pride, Victory Adams (a 35 year old bartender in

the city) said that “it is a fantastic atmosphere ... everybody

just gets along for a weekend.” However, he also said that

“[the organisers and stallholders] do try and get a [lot] of

money from you”. This opinion was echoed by the majority

of those we spoke to on a more informal basis: Pride was

viewed as a happy time, but like Prides in the UK they had

an edge of commercialisation which the participants were

often wary of. The political impetus of Pride seemed

relatively minor, excepting the advocacy of sexual health.

Contrary to the excesses of Pride,

sexual health is one of the areas

where the gay community

general takes itself very seriously.

For example, in gay clubs in both

the UK and the USA it is very

common to see self-testing kits

for HIV and other sexual diseases.

At Prides and the like, there is

moreorless always a stand

dedicated to sexual health

awareness.
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Having attended Birmingham Pride in the UK, the authors of this report can concu

While in Chicago, we were able to visit a “

the city. This event was specifically for LGBT individuals of African

everyone and in this instance welcomed two C

the additional problems faced by LGBT individuals from some ethnic minorities in the USA in

reference to the Harvey Milk School

effective theatre in which to challenge homophobic views. This is more effective than leaving their

environs to celebrate Pride in an alien envi

daily struggle.

At Chicago’s Black Gay Pride we met with Max Smith, author of “A

(Smith, 2009). Smith, seen in Figure

separate campaigns, given the specific heritage of African

root cause of homophobia. In his view, this was derived from the Christian ethics adopted by black

slaves before their emancipation; the intertwining of these iss

beyond the scope of our report

three campaigns: racism, LGBT and African

LGBT Black Officer (2008-2009), who agrees, “cooperation between the three campaigns is

important in tackling the double

Figure 10 - Max Smith (left) at Chicago Black Gay Pride 2009, shown with his
book "African America's 3rd Rail: SGL" and Philip Hart (right).

When we conducted our questionnaire, we asked whether “Prides” had lost their message. Among

the gay communities in the UK and USA we noticed a striking difference in opinion. 30% of people in

Chicago agreed it had, whereas

groups as “Pride is a Protest”. The feeling that we, as investigators, got, was that Prides in the USA

Having attended Birmingham Pride in the UK, the authors of this report can concu

While in Chicago, we were able to visit a “Black Gay Pride” in a primarily African

the city. This event was specifically for LGBT individuals of African-American de

his instance welcomed two Caucasian visitors. We have previously talked about

the additional problems faced by LGBT individuals from some ethnic minorities in the USA in

Harvey Milk School. Through race-specific Prides, such groups have a more

o challenge homophobic views. This is more effective than leaving their

environs to celebrate Pride in an alien environ, where the social context may be

At Chicago’s Black Gay Pride we met with Max Smith, author of “African America’s 3

Figure 10, reinforced to us his personal view that there is a need for

rate campaigns, given the specific heritage of African-Americans in the USA and the separate

root cause of homophobia. In his view, this was derived from the Christian ethics adopted by black

slaves before their emancipation; the intertwining of these issues causes additional complexities

beyond the scope of our report. We discussed with him the need for communication between the

three campaigns: racism, LGBT and African-American LGBT. In the UK we met with Mas Naina, NUS

2009), who agrees, “cooperation between the three campaigns is

in tackling the double-edged sword that faces black LGBT” people.

Max Smith (left) at Chicago Black Gay Pride 2009, shown with his
book "African America's 3rd Rail: SGL" and Philip Hart (right).

our questionnaire, we asked whether “Prides” had lost their message. Among

the gay communities in the UK and USA we noticed a striking difference in opinion. 30% of people in

ago agreed it had, whereas 46% did in the UK. This is despite the existenc

groups as “Pride is a Protest”. The feeling that we, as investigators, got, was that Prides in the USA

Having attended Birmingham Pride in the UK, the authors of this report can concur.

Pride” in a primarily African-American area of

American descent, but open to

visitors. We have previously talked about

the additional problems faced by LGBT individuals from some ethnic minorities in the USA in

specific Prides, such groups have a more

o challenge homophobic views. This is more effective than leaving their

ron, where the social context may be irrelevant to their

frican America’s 3rd Rail: SGL”

reinforced to us his personal view that there is a need for

Americans in the USA and the separate

root cause of homophobia. In his view, this was derived from the Christian ethics adopted by black

causes additional complexities

We discussed with him the need for communication between the

American LGBT. In the UK we met with Mas Naina, NUS

2009), who agrees, “cooperation between the three campaigns is

Max Smith (left) at Chicago Black Gay Pride 2009, shown with his

our questionnaire, we asked whether “Prides” had lost their message. Among

the gay communities in the UK and USA we noticed a striking difference in opinion. 30% of people in

in the UK. This is despite the existence in the UK of such

groups as “Pride is a Protest”. The feeling that we, as investigators, got, was that Prides in the USA
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had been near entirely made into “party” events (I remind the reader that we do not infer Black Gay

Prides), with very little else at their core – and that this was their message. In the UK, however, we

propose a greater argument still exists between a Pride which is (perhaps more slowly) becoming

commercialised into simply a party event and its resistance. This is antagonistic, also, to what we

perceive as there being a better situation for LGBT people in the UK – we believe the USA is in

greater need of a campaigning Pride. Evidence of the comparatively stauncher political values of UK

Prides, however, might be the reason why there is that divide, however.

THE CORPORATE HAND: AMERICAN APPAREL

In recent years employers have appealed to the gay community through gay-friendly policies; Fred

Moody (political consultant) explains, “The gradual adoption of progressive policies by Fortune 100

companies has had a huge effect: domestic partner benefits for same sex couples and non-

discrimination policies make a real difference.”

Interestingly, some companies, notably American Apparel, have gone far beyond offering a non-

discrimination policy and have taken a very public stance. The largest clothes manufacturer in the

United States, American Apparel responded to the passing of Proposition 8 (banning same sex

marriage in California) by launching the national “Legalize Gay” campaign. Moody notes, “whilst it is

not always acknowledged, people look to California … it’s a trendsetting state and so Prop 8 [sic] was

a big blow.”

As part of its campaign, American Apparel produced thousands of “Legalize Gay” t-shirts to give to

protestors at rallies and marches against Proposition 8. American Apparel explain their vocal stance

in relation to their employees and customers: “with many of our employees and customers

identifying as gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered, we are a company that is vocal about our

support for the protection of gay rights” (American Apparel, 2008). Moody applauds the stance,

“People can call it clever marketing and perhaps it is to some extent but American Apparel is not the

only company with scores of LGBT employees and customers … but it’s one of the only companies

taking such a vocal stance.” Marketing stunts aside, any business which makes equality a part of

their business model is to be applauded.

LOCAL SUPPORT CENTRES

In Chicago, the Center on Halsted (Figure 11), is an LGBT community centre located in the gay village

provides cultural, emotional, social and recreational services for the community. The $20 million

centre, opened in 2007 features an extensive calendar of cultural events, workshops, classes, youth

programmes, HIV testing, legal services and mental health services. Whilst there we attended a film

screening addressing the issue of violence suffered by LGBT African Americans in the domestic

environment, commissioned by the City Council.
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Figure 11 – An artist’s render of the Center on Halsted (www.greenbeanchicago.com)

Halsted, as an umbrella organisation providing such a comprehensive range of services is unique

from a British perspective. On the other hand, in the UK, the Halsted Center has its correlate in a

variety of organisations. The Terrence Higgins Trust (THT) provides HIV testing and counselling

services in Birmingham, Coventry and other major British cities. Although all of the services it

provides are available in the UK in some form, they are not tailored to the LGBT community in such

an obvious way, nor one which is so emblematic. Perhaps more positively, local community centres

in the UK which are not LGBT specific broadly feature items of LGBT interest.

Conclusions: mutual learning from the UK and the USA
Admittedly comparing two separate cities on two different continents makes drawing significant

conclusions challenging. However, in our investigation we have observed a couple of points where

the UK and the USA differ significantly and may well learn from each other for the benefit of

furthering LGBT equality.

In the field of family law, particularly regarding adoption and marriage, we find that both regions

occupy a liberal position on the spectrum of thought. While the West Midlands is not especially

different in the context of the UK, in the USA Illinois is something of a pioneer, and stands on the

precipice of accepting civil partnerships, where fellow states falter. Illinois only has a little further to

go to reach a par with the UK.

In the USA and Illinois much greater fluctuation exists in the stance of businesses toward LGBT

issues. On one hand we have businesses taking the firebrand of “Legalize Gay”, and on the other we

observe companies like Cracker Barrel who fire gay employees and make large donations to anti-

LGBT organisations. We have been unable to find such diverse examples in the UK and propose the

legislation provided by the state has been sufficient to curtail overt homophobic policy. Thus the

subsequent need for a retaliatory equivalent (like American Apparel in the USA) has not been

necessary. If the USA passes the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, then both countries will be on
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an even footing in this arena. Still, we would encourage liberal businesses to continue this novel

voicing of pro-LGBT stances in both countries to foster positive public perceptions.

In education we have been impressed with the success of the gay straight alliance programme of the

USA, particularly in the earlier stages of education like High Schools. Ironically, in the UK we notice

that National Union of Students’ LGBT campaigns occupies what is a gap for a wider organisation in

the USA. We believe that the USA would benefit from Student Unions particularly if confederated in

a national organisation equivalent to the NUS. This would provide invaluable forum for the lobbying

of LGBT support.

Our Personal Experiences

The enormous influence of American culture throughout British society, conveyed in an array of

formats, project a particular image of “what” America is and “what” America is like. There can be

very few unaffected by this and we do not count ourselves amongst them. Visiting Chicago and

casting our pre-conceptions aside, we found Chicago a progressive, diverse and cosmopolitan city.

The overwhelmingly positive reaction of many Americans to two sometimes lost-looking British

students was striking.

We are particularly grateful for the kindness of the many Americans we encountered, who

contributed toward our project’s success. In the West Midlands area, our place of home and study,

we are able to draw conclusions about LGBT life that transcend the possibilities of a several week

trip. Whilst, we have found campus to be tolerant and safe; personal experiences in the wider area

are more mixed. In 2008, we were both present to witness a homophobic attack in Birmingham. The

attack, in a fast food restaurant near Birmingham’s gay village was treated seriously by West

Midlands police; witness statements were taken and the Crown Prosecution Service prosecuted the

perpetrator.

On a more personal level, we have both been unfortunate enough to have occasionally experienced

verbal homophobic abuse in the local area. We are also aware of homophobic entrance policies at

some “straight” clubs. Whilst never personally affected, we unfortunately know of more serious

incidents – such as homophobic attacks and even murders in our locality. As such this project bears

special resonance for us. We are thankful that we are perhaps one of the first generations to grow

up expecting the police, local government and university to be sensitive and receptive to issues

potentially affecting the LGBT community.
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Appendix

LGBT only questionnaire used only in the gay villages

Chicago

(n=50)

Birmingham

(n=50)

YES NO YES NO

Do gay villages have a positive impact today? 88% 12% 60% 40%

Would you live in the gay village? 74% 26% 42% 58%

Do you think the gay village is safe? 70% 30% 64% 36%

Do you think your current employer is LGBT-friendly? 62% 38% 70% 30%

Have you experienced homophobia at work? 38% 62% 34% 66%

Do you support same-sex adoption? 88% 12% 76% 24%

Do you support civil partnerships? 98% 2% 80% 20%

Are civil partnerships an acceptable compromise? 52% 48% 74% 26%

Have you been discriminated against in the provision of

goods and services in the last three years?

24% 76% 18% 82%

Is homophobic bullying in schools a problem? 96% 4% 90% 10%

Are schools doing enough to tackle homophobic bullying? 20% 80% 16% 84%

Does Pride help LGBT equality? 68% 32% 52% 48%

Has Pride lost its message? 30% 70% 46% 54%

Do you feel there is sufficient welfare support for the LGBT

community?

54% 46% 30% 70%

Table 1 – Questionnaire data strictly for self-defining LGBT people from the gay villages of Chicago and Birmingham.
N=50.
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Questionnaire used on a mixed population (heterosexual
and homosexual) in the city centres

Anonymous survey (city centre)

Chicago
(n=50)

Birmingham
(n=50)

YES NO YES NO

Do you think your current employer is LGBT-friendly? 44% 56% 50% 50%

Have you experienced homophobia at work? 10% 90% 18% 82%

Do you support same-sex adoption? 52% 48% 58% 42%

Do you support civil partnerships? 58% 42% 64% 36%

Are civil partnerships an acceptable compromise? 72% 28% 78% 22%

Is homophobic bullying in schools a problem? 66% 44% 54% 46%

Are schools doing enough to tackle homophobic bullying? 48% 52% 40% 60%

Does Pride help LGBT equality? 44% 56% 34% 66%

Has Pride lost its message? 42% 58% 56% 44%

Table 2 – Questionnaire data acquired from the centre of Chicago and Birmingham cities from passersby (their sexuality
was not questioned). N=50.


